
bikablo e-xtraklasse
Stay tuned-in and deepen your practice after the basics training:

a virtual learning journey in small groups

"How can I continue to learn?"
"What is the next step now, after the basics training?"

"How do I integrate my new visualization skills into everyday work?"

The bikablo e-xtraklasse is a personal 
accompaniment in 10 online 

appointments for all bikablo graduates 
who want to anchor their visualization skills in 

daily practice. New technologies, special 
learning methods, and the concentrated 

specialized knowledge of the bikablo trainer 
team help us on this journey.

Ten 90-minute sessions
online via video conference

bikablo basics
(open or in-house)

is required

Max. 6 participants
and a

specialist trainer from
the bikablo academy

797 USD

Target group
Each participant has completed a bikablo basics training (open or in-house).

Graduates who had their basic training a long time ago and/or have already attended other training courses at 
bikablo are also welcome.

All participants have the motivation to deepen the content of the basic training, to keep up with the learning 
group and to keep the dates free.



Our Journey
With the help of the video conferencing app "Zoom" we create a common virtual training room. The work is 
then carried out as usual with markers on paper. After all, it is about connecting to the techniques and 
methods of analog basics training.

The first eight sessions take place at a fixed weekly time and each have a specific focus. We repeat visual 
vocabulary such as containers and pictograms, get to the bottom of the subtleties of our visualization 
technology, answer questions, and give tips for independent further learning.

As in face-to-face training, each appointment begins with a short check-in. This is followed by a weekly report 
("Where did I visualize and how was it?") and an input, exercise, and reflection phase. We close with a little 
homework and check-out.

The weekly rhythm enables the participants to translate their learning experiences into fixed habits.

The ninth session takes place 2 weeks after the eighth session, the tenth session again 2 weeks later. On these 
two dates there is the opportunity to discuss use cases/practical applications from your own practice with the 
trainer and group.

Highlights from the content
In week 1, we get to know each other and begin drawing together,. And we dedicate ourselves to working with 
the bikablo figures and using them in context.

From week 2 to 6 we go through the different learning steps of the basic training: icons & shadows, design 
theme logos, develop templates, experiment with color and develop headline fonts.

In week 7 we practice recording live situations. In week 8 our practice workshop takes place, where all the 
learning comes together. The last two sessions are more open and geared to the needs of the group. We give 
each other feedback and reflect on our habits: “Can we visualize in everyday life? What helps us, what prevents 
us?” In the last two sessions, there is also the possibility to invite specialists for a specific topic, for example: B. 
for digital visualization on the iPad.

What participants need
a stable DSL internet connection

a computer with the latest operating system and webcam



the possibility to install the "Zoom" app on it

a basic set of Neuland pens: black outliner, colored BigOnes, pastel chalks

Letter-sized paper at the beginning of the training session, some sheets of flipchart/large format paper in 
later sessions

Even outside of the sessions there is enough time for homework and for integrating the content into 
everyday working life

Information at a glance
Price: 797 USD

Trainer: A specialized trainer in the bikablo academy for optimal care of the participants

Registration: Online, easy and convenient via PayPal, by credit card, direct debit.

Rights of use: Training concept, methodology and content are subject to copyright. Learn more about it on 
the following pages.

Group: max. 6 participants

Additional services
Documentation:  During the e-xtraklasse, important documents are made available in a separate area of   our 
bikablo online community. There the learning group can also exchange ideas in between sessions and 
continue to practice together at their own pace.

bikablo online community: You will receive an invitation to our alumni community with pictogram libraries 
and a knowledge database on literature, links, tools, and software. In a forum, members exchange ideas about 
visualization, share their own icons, and receive advice on their own designs.

Neuland discount: Our cooperation partner Neuland grants participants in our training courses a discount on 
the entire range of their products (except books; the offer cannot be combined with existing discount 
regulations).



We appreciate, recommend, and admire colleagues like The Grove, Brandy Agerbeck, Xplane or Markus 
Wortmann. We want the same respect for our work. We expect someone who offers publications and 
training courses on the subject of visualization to develop their own approaches - as we do - and thus enrich 
the community.

Rights of use
The topic of copyright and usage rights is very important for bikablo. Because the respectful handling of 
intellectual property is the basis of our work.

In more than fifteen years, bikablo has matured into a coherent visualization system that we humans can use 
to make a difference in their work. We continuously invest in trainer qualification, image ideas, drawing 
techniques and new approaches to offer you the best possible methodological and content quality. We want 
to pass on our knowledge generously in the future. This is only possible if other publications and training 
content differ significantly from ours. Protecting our intellectual property avoids confusion and enables us to 
be generous.

bikablo academy and usage rights issues

Can I pass on the content from bikablo training?
Of course, everyone can offer visualization training. However, our own training concepts and the 
methodology used in the training are subject to copyright. Please understand that it is important to us that 
the further training offers in this area differ substantially from each other. If in doubt, we ask you to email us 
to describe your training project to with picture examples.

Can I also become a bikablo trainer?
bikablo training courses are only offered by trainers and training partners from the bikablo academy. At the 
moment there is no possibility in German-speaking countries to get certified as an independent trainer. If 
you are interested in working with us, please feel free to write us an email.

bikablo bildewerk and usage rights issues
How can I use the pictorial results that a visual storyteller, graphic recorder or visual meeting 
facilitator from bikablo bildwerk creates for my company? For graphic recording and visual meeting 
facilitation projects, you will receive the originals of the wall picture posters or individual smaller 
visualizations. According to the copyright law, we retain the copyrights and grant you usage rights. By 
default, the order gives you the right to reproduce the visualizations created to document the event and to 
publish them internally. Please speak to us about further uses when clarifying the order.

For projects in the area of visual storytelling (dialog pictures, strategy pictures etc.) that do not arise at an 
event, the usage rights are clarified in advance and are part of the offer.



bikablo products and usage rights issues
How can I use the images in the products?
Our visual dictionaries and other products offer a wealth of pictograms, situations and keyframes that you 
can draw, vary and recombine on the flipchart and pin board - or that inspire you to create your own picture 
ideas. Copyright law does not permit the original images from the printed works to be photographed, 
scanned or photocopied. If you would like to use directly signed or clearly visualizations inspired by bikablo 
in your own (digital or printed) publications, please contact us. Most of the time we find a simple solution 
through a source note. Please ask for our information sheet.

How can I use the images in the products in my own training courses?
Our pictures are there to make your meetings, presentations and trainings better. It is different with 
advanced training that has visualization of the learning content. If you would like to convey the 
illustrations from bikablo products yourself, you may be competing with our training courses. Therefore, 
we ask you to describe your training project to us by e-mail with sample images. Usually we find a simple 
solution together.


